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•

I've been asked to contribute to the debate by giving a consultants or "Designers" view of
the impact o f Design/Build procurement on the appearance of small to medium span
Bridges.

•

I propose to give you some views and experiences and then to show you some slides from
which you may be able to come to a view as to whether or not Design/Build has had a good
or bad impact on Bridges that I have been involved with in recent years.

•

By education and training I am a civil engineer. I understand the mathematics and physics
of structures and materials. I have a strong sense of the aesthetics of buildings and bridges. I
am interested in architecture and design and I have an understanding and knowledge of
current technology, components and detail.

•

My sense of the aesthetic comes from a personal interest in the subject and through contact
and interaction with Bridge Designers, Architects and others over many years, rather than
through formal education or training.

•

I suspect that most engineers seriously involved in the design of bridges have a similar
background and experience.

•

M y first designs were for bridges for the Glasgow Inner Ring Road.

Holfords were

consulting Architects and Planners. The bridges were conceived and designed by the
Engineers, but there was a mutual respect and beneficial exchange of views and problems
between the Architects and Engineers which resulted in a whoUstic approach, a general
theme and a consistency of detail which unified the various projects for the next 20 years.

Since then, most of the bridges that I have designed, no matter where I worked in the world,
(Hong Kong, Africa and here in the UK) have been accepted by clients vnth no input from
architects on either side or any major scrutiny by Plaiming Departments, RFACS or similar.
Clients have generally been happy to take my advice as to the best design for the situation
but many, I suspect, have been more interested in economy, safety, compliance with codes
and so on than the aesthetics.
As a result, I am sure that some clients, or perhaps the public they serve, have sometimes
been disappointed by the appearance of the bridges they have procured because they have
not chosen their "Designer" wisely or have paid insufficient attention to the whole matter of
aesthetics themselves.
Here in Scotland, I think that Chents have generally been well served by the Bridge
Designers they have employed even i f aesthetics were not uppermost in Clients' minds when
employing consultants.
I recently read BA41/94 The Advice Note on "The Design and Appearance of Bridges" and
found much there that I agreed with and little that I did not. Some of the main points are
worth repeating here.
Bridges are among the largest visible manmade objects. I t is important
that they should be good in appearance as well as in other ways.
An integrated approach is required where appearance takes its rightful
place alongside function, engineering and economy,
To be a good engineer is not sufficient, an understanding of design is also
required by "Designer", Client and Contractor.
In Bridges there should be no distinction between Architecture and
Engineering.
Bridge Design as about the whole rather than a preoccupation with detail.
Bridge Designers should be constantly aware of the aesthetic implications
of their decisions.

I t can be of benefit to have an architectural adviser in the Design Team.
To work effectively together engineers and architects need to have mutual
respect and understanding.
I t is helpful to study bridges and buildings to see how aesthetic problems
have been resolved.
Site, function, structural type, materials, methods of construction and
economics must all be considered in the Design.
Is the bridge to be an important object standing in the landscape or is it to be
an unobtrusive "background" structure?
A bridge should honestly show its structure and materials and achieve its
aesthetic form by refinement of form and details.
Arches and suspension bridges which reflect the flow of forces are generally
like.
It is important to have a balance between aesthetic considerations and other
matters (construction, traffic flow, environment etc).
Alternative proposals put forward by contractors which have an adverse
effect on aesthetics should be resisted.
Cheapness is not the same as value for money.
A n attractive bridge is not necessarily more expensive than an ugly bridge
but it probably costs more to design!
Sometimes extra money should be spent on a Bridge to do justice to the
Site.
The first essential to getting an attractive bridge is the feeling, on the part
of the client and the designer, that it really matters.
Better results are usually obtained by designing with economy and simplicity.
Simplicity, which is not the same as crudity, is usually a virtue in Bridge
Design.

Good design requires time and immersion in the facts and in the apparent
conflicts between the requirements.
The design process is highly interactive with many loops.
General architectural principles of proportion and scale, unity and variety
apply to bridges just as they do to buildings.
Scale and proportion are more easily understood in use than by definition.
Definitions do not matter, the only thing that matters is to see and feel
those relationships.
Honesty is the best policy.
Simplicity is generally a virtue which designers should think carefiiUy about
departing fiom. Real simplicity is usually the result on considerable effort
on the part of the designer.
A bridge is a whole not just a collection of parts.
Awkward effects are produced by abrupt changes of structure along a
viaduct
Edge cantilevers are usually an aesthetic advantage; they help to reduce the
soffit width and break up the visible depth of deck.
Pier shapes should be carefully considered not only in relation to each other
but also in relation to the shape of the deck.

Engineers often start with the idea that designing of technically sound
structure will result in a good looking bridge and that a design refined to
use the least material will produce an elegant bridge.
This may be true for suspension bridges but there is still scope for spoiling the
detail.

A bridge is not a piece of abstract art. I t is a structure which has to satisfy
a need, get built and be durable, maintainable and economical. I t also has
to fit into its environment and be elegant.
This does not happen without a great deal of work and will not be
achieved unless there is a sensitive designer.
Employers and Clients should choose a method of procurement which
allows account to be taken of the importance of appearance.
It is important for everyone to understand the value of having bridges which
are a pleasure to see and fit happily into their surroundings as well as being
durable and economical.
Design produces order out of chaos.
Bridges have to be good looking while fulfilling all the other requirements. This
is mostly a natural process but sensitivity and intuition have to be there to
achieve success.
The design of bridges takes place at various levels. The bridge in its
environment, as a thing in itself, as a collection of parts and in the detail of the
parts.
Sometimes bridges need to be inconspicuous, sometimes dynamic.
There is always scope for designing an inconspicuous bridge as neatly as
possible; details are very important.
Many technical decisions are decisions about appearance.
Unity depends on an overall idea and consistency of form and detail.
Until the advent of DB in recent years. Clients generally relied on personal interaction with
Bridge Designers to achieve the required end product in aesthetic and engineering terms.
Occasionally bridges were referred to RFACS for comment and more occasionally still, an
architect might be employed as an adviser.

Generally speaking, but not always, the

outcome has been reasonably satisfactory because there has been available to clients here in
Scotland a good pool of competent, sensitive. Bridge Designers.
So what impact, i f any, has DB had on the appearance of bridges?.
Is the Scottish Office Advice Note on the Design and Appearance of Bridges more or less
likely to be complied with imder D/B conditions?
With DB, Clients have made various attempts to secure the satisfactory appearance of
bridges, presumably recognising that elegance could be sacrificed to achieve economy or
iimovation.
These attempts have included:Specification of outline aesthetic requirements.
Early submission of proposals for approval/comment.
Submission of proposals to RFACS for comment.
The appointment of an Aesthetic Adviser who approves/comments before,
during or after the tender process.
Definition of appearance - structural form, spans, materials, edge details,
colours etc following agreement with the Aesthetic Adviser.
There can be no doubt that DB procurement puts pressure on contractors to tender the
lowest bid for design and construction. Contractors are certain to want minimum material
content, ease and speed of construction (buildability) and minimisation of difficult details
such as edge cantilevers, patterned formwork, copings on walls, shaped colurrms and the
like. They will also seek to provide the minimxun specified aesthetic content i f there is any
cost imphcation.
D/B tender periods minimise the time that designers can devote to the appearance of
bridges, especially when their contractor may wish to examine and cost several forms of
construction before deciding which to go for.

•

It would appear, therefore, that D/B procurement is likely to have a negative impact on the
appearance of bridges unless client requirements are carefully defined at Tender.

•

Paradoxically, D/B may result in a better average level of aesthetic input as a result of the
appointment of the Aesthetic Adviser who may have more teeth than RFACS and the
opportunity to comment on families of bridges and whole projects rather than the individual
structures normally presented to RFACS. However, it would be a retrograde step to
sacrifice breadth and variation in design by tyrannical imposition of the views of any
Aesthetic Adviser.

•

It is not essential that the Aesthetic Adviser should be an Architect but certainly he/she
should be a cultivated individual with a full understanding of architectural M d engineering
principles.

•

When all is said and done, the quality of the bridges that we produce will depend largely on
the experience, sensitivity and integrity of individual designers who will, no matter what the
method of procurement, strive to produce good, fitting, elegant designs, to preserve their
own self respect.

•

Contractors, but more particularly clients, who are serious about producing attractive
bridges have an obligation to so arrange the D/B tendering process that there is sufficient
time and incentive for good design to be produced.

•

"Quality is remembered long after the cost is forgotten"! (J Ruskin 1860's)

•

Now let's look at some slides which may distinguish between traditional and D/B
procurement as far as aesthetics are concerned. I leave it to you to decide.
- SLIDES J P McCafferty
22 October 1996
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BRIDGES
Pont ValentrE over River Lot. Cahors. France 14*C 16.5m span
The Iron Bridge 1779 Abraham Derby 30.5m span. England. River Severn
The Menai Straight Bridge 176m 1826 Thomas Telford
Chfton Suspension Bridge 214m River fjj^

1864 I K Brunei

The Tay Bridge 1871/77 74.7m/69.3m 1882/87
The Forth Bridge 1882/89 521m Sir John Fowler, Benjamin Baker
The George Washington Bridge 1067m 1927/31 Othnan Amman (Roebling 6)
SalginaTobel Bridge. Robert Maillart 1930 Switzerland 90m
Kylesku Bridge. Ove Arup & Partners
Granter Bridge Switzerland. Christian Menn. 174m 1970's
Filipe I I Bridge Barcelona. Santiago Calatrava 68m 1987 Barcelona
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I've been asked to contribute to the debate by giving a consultants or "Designers" view of
the impact of Design/Build procurement on the appearance of small to medium span
Bridges.
I propose to give you some views and experiences and then to show you some slides fl^6i"
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By education and training I am a civil engineer. I understand the mathematics and physics
of structures and materials. I have a strong sense of the aesthetics of buildings and bridges. I
am interested in architecture and design and I have an understanding and knowledge of
current technology^ ^ ^ p i y e f l l s : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! .
My sense of the aesthetic comes from a personal interest i^^^i^^ij^^ and through contact
and interaction with Bridge Designers, Architects and others over many years, rather than
through formal education or training.
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I suspect that most engineers seriously involved in the design of bridges have a similar
background and experience. —

^ ^^A/X^^^'^

My first designs were for bridges for the ^^Glasgow,

$Jhg, ^^a^-

Holfords were

consulting Architects and Planners. The bridges were conceived and designed by the
Engineers, but there was a mutual respect and beneficial exchange of views and ^jjjj^l^l^iljif
between the Architects and Engineers which resulted in a wholistic approach, a general
theme and a consistency of detail which imified the various projects for the next 20 years.
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•

Since then, most of the bridges that I have designed, no matter where I worked in the world,
0^i'1^^^^>i^^^^eSi^^cJ^^0i

•

have been accepted by clients with no input from

Clients have generally been happy to take my advice as to the best design for the situation
but many, I suspect, have been more interested in economy, safety, compliance with codes
and so on than the aesthetics.

•

As a result, I am sure that some clients, or perhaps the public they serve, have sometimes
been disappointed by the appearance of the bridges they have procured because they have
not chosen their "Designer" wisely or have paid insufficient attention to the whole matter of
aesthetics themselves.

•

Here in Scotland, I think that Clients have generally been well served by the Bridge
Designers they have employed even i f aesthetics were not uppermost in Clients' minds when
employing consultants.
lirecently read BA41/94 The Advice Note on "The Design and Appearance of Bridges" and
found much there that I agreed with_ ^md-tiw^^W^iC

Some of the main points are

worth repeating here.
Bridges are among the largest visible manmade objects. I t is important
that they should be good in appearance as well as in other ways.
A n integrated approach is required where appearance takes its rightful
place alongside function, engineering and economy,
I

To be a good engineer is not sufficient, an understanding of design is also

I

required by "Designer", Client and Contractor.
In Bridges there should be no distinction between Architecture and
Engineerings
Bridge Design as about the whole rather than a preoccupation with detail.
Bridge Designers should be constantly aware of the aesthetic implications
of their decisions.

I t can be of benefit to have an architectural adviser in the Design Team.
To work effectively together engineers and architects need to have mutual
respect and understanding.
I t is helpful to study bridges and buildings to see how aesthetic problems
have been resolved.
Site, function, structural type, materials, methods of construction and
economics must all be considered in the Design.
Is the bridge to be an important object standing in the landscape or is it to be
an unobtrusive "background" structure?
I A bridge should honestly show its structure and materials and achieve its
* aesthetic form by refinement of form and details.
Arches and suspension bridges which reflect the flow of forces are generally
like.
It is important to have a balance between aesthetic considerations and other
matters (construction, traffic flow, environment etc).
^4^^^

proposals put forward by contractors^jiich have an adverse

i effect on aesthetics should be resisted.
Cheapness is not the same as value for money.
A n attractive bridge is not necessarily more expensive than an ugly bridge
I but it probably costs more to design!
Sometimes extra money should be spent on a Bridge to do justice to the
I Site.
The first essential to getting an attractive bridge 15 Jhejee^^^^
of the client and the designer, that it really matters.
Better results are usually obtained by designing with economy and simplicity.
Simplicity, which is not the same as crudity, is usually a virtue in Bridge
Design.

I Good design requi^res timejyid^

and in the apparent

conflicts between the requirements.
The design process is highly interactive with many loops.
General architectural principles of proportion and scale, unity and variety
apply to bridges just as they do to buildings.
Scale and proportion are more easily understood in use than by definition.
Definitions do not matter, the only thing that matters is to see and feel
those relationships.
Honesty is the best pohcy.
I Simplicity is generally a virtue which designers should think carefiilly about
I departing from. Real simplicity is usually the result

considerable effort

on the part of the designer.
A bridge is a whole not just a collection of parts.
Awkward effects are produced by abrupt changes of structure |^^^g a
Viadiuct
Edge cantilevers are usually an aesthetic advantage; they help to reduce the
soffit width and break up the visible depth of deck.
Pier shapes should be carefully considered not only in relation to each other
but also in relation to the shape of the deck.

Engineers often start with the idea that designing

technically sound

structure will result in a good looking bridge and that a design refined to
use the least material will produce an elegant bridge.
This may be true for suspension bridges but there is still scope for spoiling the
detail.

A bridge is not a piece of abstract art. I t is a structure which has to satisfy
a need, get built and be durable, maintainable and economical. I t also has
to fit into its environment and be elegant.
This does not happen without a great deal of work and will not be
achieved unless there is a sensitive designer.
Employers and Clients should choose a method of procurement which
allows account to be taken of the importance of appearance.
It is important for everyone to understand the value of having bridges which
are a pleasure to see and fit happily into their surroundings as well as being
durable and economical.
Design produces order out of chaos.
Bridges have to be good looking while fiilfiUing all the other requirements. This
is mostly a natural process but sensitivity and intuition have to be there to
achieve success.
The design of bridges takes place at various levels. The bridge in its
environment, as a thing in itself, as a collection of parts and in the detail of the
parts.
Sometimes bridges need to be inconspicuous, sometimes dynamic.
I

There is always scope for desigmng an inconspicuous bridge as neatly as
II possible; details are very important.
Many technical decisions are decisions about appearance.
Unity depends on an overall idea and consistency of form and detail.

Until the advent of DB in recent years, Clients generally relied on personal interaction with
Bridge Designers to achieve the required end product

^i^lS^^Bf'i^^br^MiM^i^^^

Occasionally bridges were referred to RFACS for comment and more ocoaaionallj^ still, an
architect might be employed as an adviser.

Generally speaking, but not always, the

outcome has been reasonably satisfactory because there has been available to clients here in
Scotland a good pool of competent, sensitive. Bridge Designers.
So what impact, i f any, has DB had on the appearance of bridges?.
Is the Scottish Office Advice Note on the Design and Appearance of Bridges more or less
likely to be complied with under D/B conditions?
With DB, Clients have made various attempts to secure the satisfactory appearance of
bridges, presumably recognising that elegance could be sacrificed to achieve economy or
-y-r^.

iimovation.

H-^f-^I^
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These attempts have included:-

—•

Specification of outline aesthetic requirements.
Early submission of proposals for approval/comment.
Submission of proposals to RFACS for comment.
The appointment of an Aesthetic Adviser who approves/comments before,
during or after the tender process.
Definition of appearance - structural form, spans, materials, edge details,
colours etc following agreement with the Aesthetic Adviser.

i^^^O^JAlJ^

There can be no doubt that DB procurement puts pressure on contractors to tender the
lowest bid for design and construction. Contractors are certain to want minimum material
content, ease and speed of construction (buildability) and minimisation of difficult details
such as edge cantilevers, patterned formwork, copings on walls, shaped colurrms and the
like. They will also seek to provide the minimum specified aesthetic content i f there is any
cost imphcation.
D/B tender periods minimise the time that designers can devote to the appearance of
bridges, especially when the(j( contractor may wish to examine and cost several forms of
construction before deciding which to go for.

_

therefore, that D/B procurement

i^^itlMfii

have a negative impact on the

appearance of bridges unless client requirements are carefully defined at Tender.
Paradoxically, D/B may result in a better average level of aesthetic input as a result of the

sacrifice breadth and variation in design by t5Tannical imposition of the views of any

- A
Aesthetic Adviser.
It is not essential that the Aesthetic Adviser should be an Architect but certainly he/she
should be a cultivated individual with a fiiU understanding of architectural and engineering
principles.
When all is said and done, the quality of the bridges that we produce will depend largely on
the experience, sensitivity and integrity of individual designers who will, no matter what the
method of procurement, strive to produce good, fitting, elegant designs, to preserve their
own self respect.
Contractors, but more particularly clients, who are serious about producing attractive
bridges have an obligation to so arrange the D/B tendering process that there is sufficient
time and incentive for good design to be produced.
"Quality is remembered long after the cost is forgotten"! (J Ruskin 1860's)
Now let's look at some slides which may distinguish between traditional and D/B
procurement as far as aesthetics are concerned. I leave it to you to decide.
- SLIDES J P McCafiferty
22 October 1996
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Q u a l i t y in S e l e c t i o n

^ It's unwise to pay too much, but it's worse to pay too little.
When you pay too much you lose a little money and that is all.
When you pay too little, you sometimes lose everything,
because the thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing
it was bought to do.
The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little
and getting a lot. It can't be done. If you deal with the lowest
bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run. If you do
that, you will have enough to pay for something better. ^
J o h n
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APPEARANCE OF SMALL / MEDIUM SPAN BRIDGES
TALK AT SCOTTISH OFFICE 23 OCTOBER 1996

1.

Does iqjpearance matter? Clearly sometimes it does not and functional design
is all that is necessary (e.g. an emergency bridge) but that is the exception.
However, tht fact that this gathering is taking place shows that it does matter.

2.

What has design / build contractor to contribute to debate? Every contractor
wishes to be associated with and to construct elegant and pleasing structures.

3.

"Architecture on the cheap by an amateur architect employed by a contractor
j«id a client with no money to spend is not a good way to achieve perfection"
(Sir Ove Amp in 1932/33 as Chief Engineer for a contractor). Apparently
design / build had inauspicious start.

4,

In more recent design and build projects how has appearance been specified at
the tender stage?

5,

I)

St. James Interchange. - Review of contractore proposals by RFACS.

2)

M8 Extension - Planning consent or consultation required for
contractor designed structures.

3)

M77 - Contractor required to negotiate planning consent for all
structures.

4)

Committments at public enquiry stages may dictate the form and
appearance of bridges.

5)

Some general requirements. Restrictions on minunum span and
continuity of cuttings.

Other Methods Which Could Be Adopted
1)

Design competition may give designers a freer rein but some designers
have a jaundiced view of competition as recent press articles show.

2)

A two stage tenderer process. Separate submissions for quality
(including appearance) and price.

3)

Opportunity to submit alternative tender with greater emphasis on
appearance in addition to complying tender with more functional
design.

PfiGE:0e
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6.

Has appearance of design and build structures proved successful? That is has
their appearance been at least as satisfactory as stntctures produced hy
conventional procurement methods? I beUeve it has but the answer is for both
clients and the public to judge.

7.

I f the design and build method produces a pleasing structure then everybody is
satisfied, Tlie method of procurement has been justified. No reason
why it should not be succcssfiil. After all there are those who believe an
entirely functional structure is an example of honest design which will
justify its own appearance.

8.

Harder questions arise when the design and build competitive tendering
approach docs not produce a satisfactory solution.

.9.

The real problem is twofold, the employer will have difficulty expressing such
a subjective requirement as appearance in an otlieiwisc objective enquiry
documents. Secondly the competitive tendering process obliges the
contractor to submit the cheapest scheme complying with the enquiry
documents.

10.

The only answer to this conundrum appears to be that some method of
specifying appearance requirements in an objective and priceable manner must
be found. Therefore it is pleasing to note that some of this mornings speakers
have been considering this very subject.

11.

Sometimes contractors are advised that certain forms of construction will
attract financial penalties / benefits in relation lo their subsequent
mamtenance requirements. Perhaps this philosophy can be extended to allow
the Employer to specify standards of appearance in an objective manner and
give contractors the level playing field which is essential to competitive
tendering.

PftGE:03
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6 Park Circus
Glasgow
G3

Dear

Telephone 0141 204 2511
Fax 0141 226 3109

Member firm of the
A s s o c i a t i o n of
C o n s u l t i n g Engineers
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SEMINAR ON APPEARANCE OF SMALL TO MEDIUM SPAN BRIDGES
THE SCOTTISH OFFICE - 23^° OCTOBER 1996
Thank you for agreeing to make a contribution at the above seminar. Can you
please liaise with Brian Osborne of Balfour Beatty on the subject matter?
I attach a copy of draft programme for your comment and look fonward to hearing
from you.
As you can see it will be a very full day so I would be very grateful if you ensure
that your contribution does not over-run the allotted time.
Yours sincerely,
^ V ^Vt

n

M J Murray
Managing Director
Structural Division
ns
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SEMINAR ON THE APPEARANCE OF SMALL TO MEDIUM SPAN BRIDGES
THE SCOTTISH O F F I C E 23**" OCTOBER 1996
PROGRAMME
Registration

10.00 -10.30

Session 1

Chaired by Jim Innes - Director of Roads - The Scottish Office
10.30 - 10.40

Introduction

Morris Murray

IStructE Scottish Branch

10.40-11.00

The Scottish Office View

Raymund Johnstone

The Scottish Office

11.00 -11.20

Research in Bridge Appearance
at Strathclyde University

Proflain MacLeod/
Douglas Williamson

University of Strathclyde

11.20-11.40

The Development of Expert System on Bridge
Aesthetics at University of Wales Cardiff

Lynne Moore

University of Wales CardiiT

11.40-12.00

Highways Agency Guidance

Jon Wallsgrove

Highways Agency

12.00-12.30

Discussion

Lunch

12.30-13.30

Session 2

Chaired by Prof. Andy McMillan

Break

Finish

Bridge Appearance
Specification Requirements on M6 D B F O

Ron Weeks

13.30-13.55

Percy Thomas Partnership

13.55-14.20

Bridge Appearance in Design Build Projects
The Contractors/Consultants View

Jim McCafferty/
Brian Osborne

Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick/
Balfour Beatty

Bridge Designer
Architect or Engineer?

Alasdair Wallace

14.20 - 14.45

Consultant

15.00-15.25

Craigmarloch Bridge M8

Ric Russell

Nicoll Russell Studios

15.25 -15.50

Bridge Widening

Ronald Yee

Yee Associates

15.50-16.30

Discussion

16.30-17.00

The role of the R F A C S

Lord Cameron
of Loch Broom

Chairman
RFACS

17.00-17.30

Discussion

14.45 - 15.00

17.30

Mr M J Murray
Managing Director
Structural Division
Babtie Group
95 Bothwell Street
GLASGOW
G2 7HX

JP/Pl/JPMcC/SSB
17 September 1996

Dear
SCOTTISH OFFICE SEMINAR
THE APPEARANCE OF SMALL TO MEDIUM SPAN BRIDGES
23 OCTOBER 1996
I refer to your letter of 13 September 1996 and confirm that I will make a contribution to this seminar
giving a "Consultants View" on the impact of Design/Build on Bridge Appearance.
I have already been in touch with Brian Osborne of Balfour Beatty and imderstand that he may delegate
"The Contractors View" to a member of staff but I will certainly make liaison with the speaker whoever
takes on the task.
At this stage, I envisage making a 10 minute max presentation talking to slides.

Yours sincerely

J P McCafferty
Managing Director
cc: B Osbome, Balfour Beatty - Brian, please advise me of your speaker in due course.

